During each round of Time Warp, you have the ability to earn any of these seven different achievements and to gather points towards your cumulative, lifetime point total.

**Achivements**

- **High Roller**: Complete time warp w/all rollers
- **Rolling Thunder**: 65+ Points Using Only Rollers
- **TARDIS**: Score between 26 and 54
- **UFO**: Score between 55 and 64
- **MFIY**: Score between 65 and 74
- **GO**: Score 75 or over
- **Golden Receiver**: Time Warp Complete and all Discs Caught

**Achievements earned over multiple rounds = UPs**

- 5 = UP
- 3 = UP
- 5 = UP
- 4 = UP
- 3 = UP
- 2 = UP
- 5 = UP

**Lifetime point totals earned over multiple rounds = Cumulative Point UPs**

- **Bronze**: 150 pts
- **Silver**: 300 pts
- **Gold**: 500 pts
- **Platinum**: 750 pts
- **Uncobtainable**: 1,200 pts

Earning a gold UP allows you the opportunity to play Time Warp at Level 1 or Level 2.